Capt_Indyrian says:
CAPTAIN'S BRIEFING
U.S.S. Orion
NCC - 50955

Department Heads:
We have recieved new orders and are shipping out immediately.  Starfleet has
assigned us to war patrol along the Bajoran / Dominion frontier.  All
systems will remain at Yellow Alert and war footing while on patrol.  I want
a status report filed with both the Executive Officer

Capt_Indyrian says:
and the 2nd Officer.

Host Maryanne says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>BEGIN MISSION<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::running checks on the tactical station::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::::  Pacing back and forth accross the bridge :::::

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
::In sickbay - doing Sickbay things::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Arrive on bridge after being in sickbay in the last few days.. don't feel pain in the leg anymore:::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::walks onto the bridge from the CO ready room::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Sir, we are at Yellow Alert

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::at conn, conning::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::in ten forward playing the piano::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@::::On disabled ship...and older model frieghter ::::

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Thank you MR Quchant.

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: go to SCI I::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*Spencer*: Ensign Spencer to the bridge

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO: Helm, plot a parabolic course to avoid entering Dominion space.

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  Plotted, sir.

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@::on Cardassian vessel, arriving on bridge and moving to her station::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@:::::has a distress call sent out hoping that some ship will be nearby and rescue us :::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::going to turbo lift::

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO:  Engage at Warp 5

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: See something strange on sensors::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::touches button and engages::

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@::begins running diagnostics, and reroutes some power to try and boost communications::

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
::goes through sickbay things again, incase of casualtys::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::in the lift going to the bridge::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::takes a seat next to the Captain::::::

Capt_Indyrian says:
::sits down in the Big Chair::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
CO: Captain sensor are picking up some distress call....

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@::on cardassian vessel's bridge... looking over dammage::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*Parker*: Ensign Parker, Acknowledge...::getting angry::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Keryn : how bad are the damage reports ?

Capt_Indyrian says:
CSO:  On speakers

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::exits lift onto bridge::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::tracks distress call to source::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: put distress call on speaker::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
ATAC: Ensign, it is customary to acknowledge a senior officer's hail....not a good start on your first day

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Karlana : Is there much hope of repairs ?

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Captain:  I'm trying to determine that now.....  We've routed remaining power to a few decks, and I'm working with Karlana to get things functional..........

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
TaC:sorry sir I was distracted

Capt_Indyrian says:
::waits for the transmission to filter through the UT::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
ATac: That is no excuse....take Tactical 2....and stay alert

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@Gul: We can keep life support going for awhile, but we will not be going anywhere soon.

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Karyn : Life support first...we must after all breathe

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Captain:  As nearly as I can ascertain:  We may be able to reestablish impulse, but to a limited level

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: try to put distress cal on again::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
TaC:yes sir

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
CO: I think I got it now sir...

Capt_Indyrian says:
CSO:  Lets hear it Ensign.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: I am tracking the signal to the source sir

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Keryn : then do so ...we might be able to get to Bajor yet

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::takes TaC station 2

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@::continues working... trying to help reroute power and direct repairs::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
CO: Quchant will take it from here sir...

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Sir, the signal emanates from just outside Cardassian space

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Captain:  Aye, sir.   Karlana:  Life support seems stable; our next focus should be to the impulse engines.......

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: try to scan the source of the signal::

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
::reads the latest report from the starfleet news service::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@:::::Resends signal again :::

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Nature?

Cardassian_Karlana says:
Keryn: understood... I will see what I can do

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: They appear to be damaged.....and drifting

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Hail them...

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Hailing frequencies open

Gul_DeDarek says:
@:::::Stops and puts out small fire in rear of Control room :::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
ATAC: Scan the vessel for lifesigns

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::scanning::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Scan the ship::

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Karlana:  Noted.  I'm rerouting circuits as we speak........  Truth to tell, I'd like to get my hands on whoever designed this........  ::frowns::  conglomeration.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
ATAC: Co-ordinate your scans with the CSO

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@Keryn: where that is the government designers for you... never practical... ::double checks circuits as Keryn reroutes::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
TAC:there are two Cardasians abaord sir

Capt_Indyrian says:
Unidenitfied Ship:   Unknown vessel, this is the federation starship USS Orion.  State the nature of your emergency.

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Keryn : this was a civilian job

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
TAC:27 sir

Capt_Indyrian says:
::skin crawls a bit at the mention of cardassians aboard the damaged ship::

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Gul:  I think the situation is within hand....... ::stands::  Life support is at standard levels; we just have to get this bucket moving.......

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@::looks at the Captain... gets quiet... keeps working::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: They don't seem to be responding...the comm system may be down thou

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
::begins investigating ensign parkers unusual leg pain incident::

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO:  Plot an intercept course...Engage at Warp 5

Gul_DeDarek says:
@COM : Orion : We are the Thagar , Out of Cardassia , we were trying to defect to Bajor , when we were attacked

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  Course plotted - and engaged, sir

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO:  Time to intercept?

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: scan the Cardascian ship and the area of space for Jem'Hadar::

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
::reads parker's medical history::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Sir, I advise caution.......

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  Approximately 3 minutes, sir

Capt_Indyrian says:
XO:  Notify Starfleet command of our situation......

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Noted Mr Quchant....
FCO:  Slow to Warp 2.....

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@::starts trying to get sensors working::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::slows ship::

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@::moves forward, placing her hand on the Gul's shoulder, listening to the comm::  You would take aid from the Federation.

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@::looks at Keryn and the Captain... then goes back to work::

Capt_Indyrian says:
ATAC:  Any signs of damage on the Cardassian freighter?

Gul_DeDarek says:
@::::Since we are about to defect , would it not be wise to ? Our Brothers attacked us

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::scanning::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
;TaC:scanning sir

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: amplify scan to see if he can pick up Jem'Hadar ship::

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Gul:  You know I am against the defection.  I have spoken my heart in this.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::looks at Ensign get flustered as the CO spoke directly to him::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
TaC:sensors are down

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
Tac:still scanning for other damage

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@::realizes that she speaks out of line, and returns to her duties::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
TAC:they have no warp

Capt_Indyrian says:
Mr Quchant:  They are definitely in Federation space?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Aye Sir....

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: It seems they are quite badly damaged, and they will need towing away from the area

Capt_Indyrian says:
::leans forward and rubs his chin::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
Tac:they have no imulse either

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Keryn : Is it not true that our brothers attacked us ? So who better to get aid from then the Federation ?

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
Tac:they got hit hard by somthing

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@Gul: The Federation ship has not responed yet sir.  And I should have basic sensors working soon.

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
ALL: I might be able to found out waht was the source of the impact....

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Gul:  ::considers speaking, and refrains::

Capt_Indyrian says:
XO:  Number one, any word of Dominion starship traffic in the area?

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Scan the ship::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
ATAC: Trying doing a low level energy scan, try and find out what hit them

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: scan impact point::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Karlana : How are repairs coming on the impulse engines and such ?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CSO: Trying increasing the sensor thruput

Capt_Indyrian says:
[Thagar]  Thagar, we are enroute to your position.

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::configures scan and scans::

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
::crossreferrences parkers case with the federation medical database::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Try to improve input level::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@COM :Orion: WE understand and will await your approach... Thagar Out

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@::punches a few more keys::  Karlana:  There, that should do it.  Do we have impulse?

Cardassian_Karlana says:
Gul: Keryn was woeking on rerouting circuits...::looks at Keryn::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
ATAC: Please co-ordinate your sensor work with the CSO

Capt_Indyrian says:
*CMO*  Prepare sick bay to recieve wounded...

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
*CO*  aye sir

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@::;looks at Gul:: we have impluse

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Gul, Karlana:  We should have impulse now, but I wouldn't run it for extended periods.

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
ATAC: Continue scanning the cardascian while I look arond for Jem'hadar Vessel...

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
*CO* Do you have any idea how many we are expecting?

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@Gul:  Sir.... internal sensors are online now...

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Sir, I am detecting energy readings in their impulse engines

Capt_Indyrian says:
*CMO*  Up to 30...

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
CO: they now have impulse

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
*CO* Understood, we can handle it

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO:  Time to intercept?

Gul_DeDarek says:
@COM * Orion: We have just repaired out Impulse engines so you may not be needed after all

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@Gul:  SIR!  Warp core breach in 5 minutes!

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  2 minutes!

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Scan around for Jem'hadar ship::

Capt_Indyrian says:
[Thagar] Understood.....we would be happy to escort you to Deep Space 9 while in Federation Space

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Sir....I am detecting a Warp Core breach on the Cardassian vessel

Gul_DeDarek says:
@COM: Belay that we have a report of a possible Warp core breach in 5 minutes !!!!

Capt_Indyrian says:
CSO:  How soon until they loose that Warp Core?

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Prepare to beam their survivors aboard to sickbay, and have two security details get to Sickbay as well.

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
*Computer* Activate Sickbay overflow ward program in holodeck 2

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Gul:  Working to contain it...........

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Aye

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Scan the core::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::locks onto lifesigns on the cardie vessel::

Capt_Indyrian says:
[Thagar]  Our sensors indicate you have a warp core breach in progress.  Do you need assistance?

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@::begins helping Keryn contain warp core::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
CO: The don't have a lot of time yet... i'd say about less than 10 minutes...!

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CSO: Please beam the lifesigns to the transporter room in 3 mins

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
Tac: shall I ready the security teams

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Keryn : Please do so can we safely eject the warp core if we need to >

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
TAC: Working on it sir...

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
CO: Sir, permission to leave the bridge,
ATAC: Man the tactical station, I will handle the security

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: Try to get a fix lock on the Cardascian::

Capt_Indyrian says:
TAC:  Permission granted Mr Quchant.

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::goes to Tac 1::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::heads for TL::

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Gul:  I've prepared to dump the warp core

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::mans the station::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Com Orion: We are attempting to halt the rocess or failing that see about ejecting the warp core

TAC_Lt_Quchant ::gets in:: TL: Transporter Room 2 (deck.wav)

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::gets out::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::watching::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
CO: Maybe we could give them a hand with hand if the let us...

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*Security*: Meet me in TR 2

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Keryn : Please do so after I tell them what we are doing

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Gul:  Ejecting now..........

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::walks into TR2::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Com Orion we are ejecting the warp core

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::Security follow 30 seconds later::

Cardassian_Karlana says:
@::continues trying to fix what she can::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CSO*: Ready for transport

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
::gets staff to set up triage centres in cargo bay 4::

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Gul:  Holding off til your word

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CO*: Ready for transport

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
TAC: Transporter ready when you wish!

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
:: booting power to shields to protect against the breach::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
<**>

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Keryn : they should have had enough time ...Eject !!

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
*Computer* Actvate EMH prgram and transfer to holodeck 2 - with instructions to prepeare for incomeing wounded cardassians

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@::ejects::

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: see that the Cardascianr are tryin to eject their core::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CO*: Ready for transport

Host Maryanne says:
THE WARP CORE EJECTS OUT INTO SPACE

Capt_Indyrian says:
CSO:  Time to warp core breach?

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Gul:  Core ejected.

Capt_Indyrian says:
ATAC:  Extend shields around the Cardassian craft.

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
CO: Warp Core breach in less than 2 minutes... they have succesfully ejected the core!

Gul_DeDarek says:
@Keryn : do we have time at impulse to get safely away ?

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::extends shield::

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO:  Once shields engaged, lock on a tractor beam and back us off, 2/3rds impulse

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
Co:sheilds extended sir

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
CO:  Aye sir

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::receives new orders about SB::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::redirects Security to Sickbay::

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
::carries out instructions::

Gul_DeDarek says:
@FCO : Move us out of here as fast as we can go

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
:: start feeling some pain in the leg again... not too bad thought::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::runs with Security to SB::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::arrives in SB::

Capt_Indyrian says:
ATAC:  Shield status?

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
Gul:  Unfortuantely, the tractor beam won't hold much above 2/3 impulse

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
*TAC*: Ready to transport...

Host Maryanne says:
T-one minute to Warp core explosion

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::nods to Quint:::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::shilds holding a 100% sir::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*CSO*: Acknowledged

CSO_Ens_Parker says:
CO: Captain I recommand beaming them and getting the "hell" out of here!

CMO_Ens_Quint says:
::nods to quachant::

Capt_Indyrian says:
CSO:  Beam out when ready

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
CO:shields hl;ding at 100%

FCO_Ens_Zhenzian says:
<sorry, I was talking to no-one then>

Host Maryanne says:
30 Seconds

Capt_Indyrian says:
CSO:  Have we completed the beam out?

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@Gul:  Just impulse available, but let's move it on that...........

Cardassian_Keryn says:
@::sets full impulse out of here::

ATAC_Ens_Spencer says:
::transporting the non-wounded::

Capt_Indyrian says:
[Thagar]  Prepare to have your survivors beamed over to our ship.....

Capt_Indyrian says:
FCO:  Distance from the ejected warp core?

ATAC_Ens_Spencer the non wounded (TRANSPOR.wav)

Host Maryanne says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>..PAUSE<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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